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Abstract
SimpleQuestions is a commonly used benchmark for single-factoid question answering
(QA) over Knowledge Graphs (KG). Existing
QA systems rely on various components to
solve different sub-tasks of the problem (such
as entity detection, entity linking, relation prediction and evidence integration). In this work,
we propose a different approach to the problem and present an information retrieval style
solution for it. We adopt a two-phase approach: candidate generation and candidate
re-ranking to answer questions. We propose
a Triplet-Siamese-Hybrid CNN (TSHCNN)
to re-rank candidate answers. Our approach
achieves an accuracy of 80% which sets a
new state-of-the-art on the SimpleQuestions
dataset.

1

Introduction and Related Work

Knowledge Bases (KB) like Freebase (Google,
2017) and DBpedia1 contain a vast wealth of information. A KB has information in the form of
tuples, i.e. a combination of subject, predicate and
object (s, p, o). SimpleQuestions (Bordes et al.,
2015) is a common benchmark used for single factoid QA over KB.
Question answering (QA), both on KB
(Lukovnikov et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2016; Fader
et al., 2014) and in open domain (Chen et al.,
2017; Hermann et al., 2015) is a well studied
problem. Learning to rank approaches have also
been applied successfully in QA (Agarwal et al.,
2012; Bordes et al., 2014).
In this paper, we introduce an information retrieval (IR) style approach to the QA task and
propose a Triplet-Siamese-Hybrid Convolutional
Neural Network (TSHCNN) that jointly learns to
rank candidate answers.
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Many earlier works (Ture and Jojic, 2017; Yu
et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2016) that tackle SimpleQuestions divide the task into multiple sub-tasks
(such as entity detection, entity linking, relation
prediction and evidence integration), whereas our
model tackles all sub-tasks jointly. Lukovnikov
(2017) is more similar to our approach wherein
they train a neural network in an end-to-end manner. However, we differ in the fact that we generate
candidate answers jointly (matching both subject
and predicate using a single query) as well as the
fact that we combine both the subject and predicate as well as the question before obtaining the
similarity score. At no stage in our approach, do
we differentiate between the subject and the predicate. Thus our approach can also be applied in
other QA scenarios with or without KBs.
Compared to existing approaches (Yin et al.,
2016; Yu et al., 2017; Golub and He, 2016),
our model does not employ Bi-LSTMs, attention
mechanisms or separate segmentation models and
achieves state-of-the-art results. We also introduce a custom negative sampling technique that
improves results significantly. We conclude with
an evaluation of our method and show an ablation study as well as qualitative analysis of our approach.

2

Our System: IRQA

Our system which consists of two components is
as follows: (1) the candidate generation method
for finding the set of relevant candidate answers
and (2) a candidate re-ranking model, for getting
the top answer from the list of candidate answers.
2.1

Candidate Generation

Any tuple in Freebase (specifically, the object in
a tuple is the answer to the question) can be an
answer to our question. Freebase contains millions of tuples and the FB2M subset provided with

Figure 1: TSHCNN Architecture

SimpleQuestions contains 10.8 million tuples. As
such, it is important to reduce the search space
to make it feasible to apply semantic-based neural approaches. Thus, we propose a candidate retrieval system to narrow down our search space
and focus on re-ranking only the most relevant
candidates.
Solr2 is an inverted index search system. We use
Solr to index all our freebase tuples (FB2M) and
query for the top-k relevant candidates providing a
question as the input query. We adopt BM25 as the
scoring metric to rank results. Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
2.2

Candidate Re-ranking

We use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
to learn the semantic representation for input text
(Kim, 2014; Hu et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015).
CNNs learn globally word order invariant features and at the same time pick the order in short
phrases. Thus, CNNs are ideal for a QA task since
different users may paraphrase the same question
in different ways. Siamese networks have shown
promising results in distance-based learning methods (Bromley et al., 1993; Chopra et al., 2005;
Das et al., 2016) and they possess the capability
to learn a similarity metric between questions and
answers.
Our candidate re-ranking module is motivated
by the success of neural models in various image and text tasks (Vo and Hays, 2016; Das et al.,
2
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2016). Our network as shown in figure 1, is a
Triplet-Siamese Hybrid Convolutional neural network (TSHCNN). Vo and Hays (2016) show that
classification-siamese hybrid and triplet networks
work well on image similarity tasks. TSHCNN
can jointly extract and exchange information from
the question and tuple inputs. We attribute it to the
fact that we concatenate the pooled outputs of the
question and tuple before input to the fully connected network.
All convolution layers are siamese and share
weights in TSHCNN. The fully connected layers
also share weights. This weight sharing guarantees that the question and its relevant answer are
nearer to each other in the semantics space and irrelevant answers to it are far away. It also reduces
the required number of parameters to be learned.
We provide additional inputs to our network
which is the concatenation of both the input question and tuple. This additional input is motivated
by the need to learn features for both the question
and tuple.
2.2.1 Loss Function
We use the distance based logistic triplet loss (Vo
and Hays, 2016), which Vo and Hays (2016) report exhibits better performance in image similarity tasks. Considering Spos / Sneg as the score
obtained by the question+positive tuple / question+negative tuple, respectively and L as the logistic triplet loss, we have:
L = loge (1 + e(Sneg −Spos ) )

(1)
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Experiments

Table 1: Network Parameters

Parameter
Batch Size
Non-linearity
CNN Filters &
Width
Pool Type
Stride Length
FC Layer 1
FC Layer 2
FC Layer 3
Optimizer

Value
100
Relu
90, 10 and 10 filters of
width 1, 2 and 3 resp.
Global Max Pooling
1
100 units + 0.2 Dropout
100 units + 0.2 Dropout
1 unit + No Relu
Adam (default params)

Table 2: End-to-End Answer Accuracy for English
Questions

Model

Acc.

Memory NN Bordes et al. (2015)

62.7

Attn. LSTM Golub and He (2016)

70.9

GRU Lukovnikov et al. (2017)

71.2

BiLSTM & BiGRU
Mohammed et al. (2017)

We show experiments on the SimpleQuestions
(Bordes et al., 2015) dataset which comprises
75.9k/10.8k/21.7k training/validation/test questions. Each question is associated with an answer, i.e. a tuple (subject, predicate, object) from a
Freebase subset (FB2M or FB5M). The subject is
given as a MID (a unique ID referring to entities in
Freebase), and we obtain its corresponding entity
name by processing the Freebase data dumps. We
were unable to obtain entity name mappings for
some MIDs, and removed these from our final set.
Our resulting set contained 74,509/10,639/21,300
training/validation/test questions. As with previous work, we show results over the 2M-subset of
Freebase (FB2M).
We use pre-trained word embeddings3 provided by Fasttext (Bojanowski et al., 2016) and
randomly initialized embeddings between [-0.25,
0.25] for words without embeddings.
3.1

Generating negative samples

74.9

In our experiments, we observe that the negative
sample generation method has a significant influCNN & Attn. CNN &
ence on the results. We develop a custom negative
76.4
BiLSTM-CRF Yin et al. (2016)
sample generation method that generates negative
samples similar to the actual answer and helps furHR-BiLSTM & CNN &
77.0
ther increase the discriminatory ability of our netBiLSTM-CRF Yu et al. (2017)
work.
BiLSTM-CRF & BiLSTM
78.1
We generate 10 negative samples for each trainPetrochuk and Zettlemoyer (2018)
ing sample. We use the approach in Bordes et al.
Candidate Generation (Ours)
68.4
(2014) to generate 5 of these 10 negative samSolr & TSHCNN (Ours)
80.0
ples. These candidates are samples picked at random and then corrupted following Bordes et al.
(2014). Essentially, Given (q, t) ∈ D, Bordes
Table 3: Candidate generation results: Recall of top-k
et al. (2014) create a corrupted triple t́ with the folanswer candidates.
lowing method: pick another random triple t́ from
K
1
2
5
10
50
100 200 K, and then, replace with 66% chance each mem68.4 75.7 82.3 85.6 91.4 92.9 94.3 ber of t (left entity, predicate and right entity) by
the corresponding element in t́.
Further, we obtain 5 more negative samples
by querying the Solr index for top-5 candidates
Table 4: Candidate Re-ranking: Ablation Study. CQT:
(excluding the answer candidate) providing each
Additional inputs, concatenate question and tuple ,
question in the training set as the input query. This
SCNS: Solr Candidates as Negative Samples
second policy is unique as we generate negative
CQT SCNS Accuracy
samples closer to the actual answer thereby prono
no
49.1
viding fine-grained negative samples to our netyes
no
68.2
work as compared to Bordes et al. (2014) who genno
yes
69.6
erate only randomly corrupted negative samples.
yes
yes
80.0
3
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Table 5: Qualitative Analysis. CA: Correct Answer, PA: Predicted Answer

Examples
Example 1: CA (have wheels will travel, book written work subjects, family)
Question: what is the have wheels will travel book about?
Predicted Answer: (have wheels will travel, book written work subjects, adolescence)
Example 2: CA (traditional music, music genre artists, the henrys)
Question: which quartet is known for traditional music?
Predicted Answer: (traditional music, music genre albums, music and friends)

3.2

Evaluation

We report results using the standard evaluation criteria (Bordes et al., 2015), in terms of path-level
accuracy, which is the percentage of questions for
which the top-ranked candidate fact is correct. A
prediction is correct if the system retrieves the correct subject and predicate. Network parameters
and decisions are presented in Table 1. We use
top-200 candidates as input to the re-ranking step.
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Results

In Table 3, we report candidate generation results. As expected, recall increases as we increase k. This initial candidate generation step
surpasses (Table 2) the original Bordes (2015) paper and comes close to other complex neural approaches (Golub and He, 2016; Lukovnikov et al.,
2017). This is surprising since this initial step is an
inverted-index based approach which retrieves the
most relevant candidates based on term matching.
In Table 2, we present end-to-end results4 of existing approaches as well as our model. There is a
significant improvement of 17% in our accuracy
after candidate re-ranking. We attribute it to our
TSHCNN model. To obtain insights into these improvements, we do an ablation study (Table 4) of
the various components in TSHCNN and describe
them in more detail further.
SCNS: Using Solr Candidates as Negative Samples. The scores obtained using our custom negative sample generation method (described in section 3.1), were 17.3% and 41.8% higher as compared to using only 10 negative samples generated
as per Bordes et al. (2014), with and without additional inputs respectively. This is a significant
improvement in scores, and we attribute it to the
reason that negative candidates similar to the ac-

tual answer increase the discriminatory ability of
the network and lead to the robust training of our
network.
CQT: Additional inputs, concatenate question
and tuple. Compared to our model without additional inputs, we obtain an improvement of 14.9%
and 38.9% in our scores when we provide additional inputs in the form of concatenated question and tuple, with and without our custom negative sampling approach respectively. One possible explanation for this increase is that this augmented network has 50% more features that help
it in learning better intermediate representations.
To verify this, we add more filters to our convolution layer such that the total features equalled that
when additional input is provided. However, the
improvement in results was only marginal. Another explanation for this improvement would be
that the max pooling layer picks out the dominant
features from this additional input, and these features improve the distinguishing ability of our network.
Combining both these techniques, we gain an
impressive 62.9% in scores as compared to our
model without neither of these techniques. Overall, we achieve an accuracy of 80%, a new stateof-the-art despite having a simple model.
In Table 5, some example outputs of our model
are shown. Example 1 shows that the predicted
answer is correct (subject and predicate match)
but does not match the answer that comes with
the question. Example 2 shows we can correctly
predict the subject but cannot obtain the correct
predicate owing to the high similarity between the
correct answer predicate and the predicted answer
predicate.

5

Conclusion

4

(Ture and Jojic, 2017) reported a 86.8% accuracy but
(Petrochuk and Zettlemoyer, 2018) and (Mohammed et al.,
2017) have not been able to replicate their results.

This paper proposes a simple and effective IR style
approach for QA over a KB. Our TSHCNN model

shows impressive results on the SimpleQuestions
benchmark. It outperforms many other approaches
that use Bi-LSTMs, attention mechanisms or separate segmentation models. We also introduce a
negative sample generation method which significantly improves results. Such negative samples
obtained through Solr increase the discriminatory
ability of our network. Our experiments highlight
the effectiveness of using simple IR models for the
SimpleQuestions benchmark.
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